Vitature Material Management

Digitize, centralize, and standardize your raw material compliance processes and
documentation with Vitature™—cloud-based software for manufacturers and suppliers.
For dietary supplement manufacturers, the process of managing raw material compliance requirements is
complex and inefficient. Data and documentation required for formulation and label claim substantiation is often
captured in multiple spreadsheets, making it difficult for internal teams to collaborate, approve specifications,
and get finished products to market quickly.
Vitature is a cloud-based, highly configurable tool with everything you need to ensure your product’s labels are
accurate and compliant. Create material specifications, qualify vendor materials, and manage required
regulatory documentation in one place.

Speed Time-to-Market
• Identify and qualify the right supply chain partners and quality
ingredient sources via automated templates which contain supplier
material specification and qualification information.
• Build raw material specifications faster by leveraging the Smart
Ingredient Taxonomy in Vitature, which contains over 15,000
ingredients identified from supplement product labels in market.
Regulatory notices, drug/supplement interactions, side effects, and
safety warnings are available by ingredient as well.
• Research and link science to formulations using the Vitature
Science Database which includes over 300,000 studies. Create new
claims as part of the formulation workflow, or, add your own
product portfolio claims and studies to the database.

Quotes from some companies we
talked to
“We have a lot of quality people doing clerical

work”
“We already have seven people managing
material documentation and we can’t keep
up.”
“Every department has some of the material
documentation . . . Nothing is in one
location.”
“I don’t have the budget to hire more people
to manage our materials in R&D.”
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Vitature Material Management

Reduce Regulatory Risk

Vitature Solution

• Get dashboard visibility of all raw material projects with statuses
and notifications.
• Be alerted to key expiration dates related to materials and
documentation, ensuring seamless compliance with federal
regulations.
• Create bulk formulas and see all raw materials associated with
them to substantiate label claims, determine formulation changes,
and view how new materials might affect your finished product.
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Increase Efficiency

•

• Find complete materials and materials in process and see what
needs approval and what information is still outstanding.
• Digitize and standardize all raw material management data and
documentation in one place, accessible from anywhere.
• Automate the supplier and material qualification process.
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Centralizes all raw material data and
documentation in one cloud-based
platform.
Reduces reliance on spreadsheets.
Lowers costs associated with managing
multiple tools.
Supports documentation requirements
for regulatory audits.
Ensures transparency about what’s in
the bottle from seed to shelf.
Supports centralized workflow for
team collaboration.
Comes pre-loaded with the Vitature
Smart Ingredient Taxonomy and the
Vitature Science Database with
supporting regulatory information.
Empowers customers with full
documentation on your material
compliance.

Material Management Capabilities
Vitature is the one platform your research and development, quality assurance, regulatory, procurement,
marketing, and product management teams need during the product development process. Use Vitature to
create raw material specifications, find and qualify supplier materials, research and substantiate label claims,
build bulk formulas, and manage associated data, documentation, and approvals. Vitature comes pre-loaded
with the Vitature Smart Ingredient Taxonomy, allowing each ingredient to have relationships with many
datasets, such as regulatory statuses, scientific studies, and material supplier data. All material specification data
and documentation can be exported to Excel or PDF to share with customers or vendors.
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